
Webinar Fast Start - Module 1
Getting Started

Welcome to The Webinar Fast Start Training

Congratulations for making the decision to implement webinars into your business.

Here’s a little bit about why we put  this course together. I am an expert in webinars. I have been 
learning a lot about them for a long time now. I have studied them. I have learned from some of 
the best people in the world when it comes to using this technology, and I actually originally put 
together a course called the webinar launch system. I put around six months of my time and 
energy to building the courses to complete A-Z course for everything you need to learn about 
running and implementing successful webinars.

Originally, we would invite people who did not have much experience with using webinars to 
actually buy  this course, and what we found was people started getting confused and the course 
that we have at the high end with the Webinar Launch System course is very detailed. There is a 
lot of information, a lot of content, and it  is designed to give people a high-level skill in using 
webinars and getting enormous results.

Talking results, I am talking about 5 figures, in some cases, 6 figures. We are actually 
demonstrating how you can use a webinar to allow people to allow people to in some cases earn 
more in the space of an hour than they have in the previous month, and for some people, more 
revenue can be generated than the previous year. I know this sounds crazy, but this is the effect 
that webinars can have.

And so, people would purchase the Webinar Launch System and spend a whole lot of time there 
and would start, and then actually  diving in and giving it a go. And so, I spoke with my business 
partner with webinars, Jonathon, about this and we said, look, we do not want people getting 
fearful. We do not want people getting scared by this technology. We want people to dive and 
then give it a go. It is like anything. You have to jump in, run your first few webinars before you 
feel comfortable with it and then you can look in doing the advance skills.

So, we have come up with the Fast Start program, we believe that the information and tools that 
you are all going to take over the series of courses, will get webinar results in the next 30 days. It 
is a big guarantee and a big claim, but  I know if you implement what I teach over the series of 
these courses, you will see some amazing results in terms of lead generation, in terms of new 
clients, however you would like to use them.
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Now, the vital point with all of these is, is that you have to take action, and your first one or two 
webinars, like riding a bike, you might fall off, you might stump  your way through them, you 
may make some mistakes, and that is completely okay. But, we are going to show you the step-
by-step, everything you need to know about using it  and you are going to start to see for yourself 
the power and the leverage of this skill and this product has. So before we dive in, I just want 
you to really understand the power and the potential leverage you’ll get with a webinar 
marketing strategy.
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Webinars - The Ultimate Leverage

Build Your List

First thing, you can use it to build your list and you are going to see very, very quickly that a 
webinar will bring more people into your database.  It’s probably one of the best things about 
webinars - is your ability  to increase your list, and the more entrepreneurs that you meet that are 
successful will start telling you that the money is in your list, that your ability to expand and 
increase what it is that you do to more and more people.

Generate Sales

Clearly, webinars can be used to generate sales. Obviously, the webinar of the training that you 
have witnessed has lead you to buy this particular product, and I am going to show you how you 
can do that as well.

You Donʼt Have To Be A Professional Speaker

It is important for you to understand, you do not have to be a professional speaker. In fact, the 
more you are you, the more successful you will be with this.

Leverage Your Time

You are going to see how it can leverage your time, and it is actually  my intention to prove to 
you that you are smarter launching a webinar and not getting the webinar than you are in going 
out and doing one-to-one sales.

In fact, I believe your confidence will grow throughout these mini course so you can start to see 
how one webinar, or if you learn the skills using this webinar, you do not actually need to rely so 
much on the sales team. Many people when they  learn this skill, start to recognize that they can 
play  the role of 5, 6, to 7, 8, not even 10 sales people, so one webinar can have the effects of 10 
sales people.

Do It From Anywhere

You can do it  from anywhere. I love this. You could actually  launch a webinar, travel overseas 
and deliver the webinar from overseas. I have been on many webinars from people from all over 
the world and it is really exciting. It is so easy to set up. I want to make a big statement, do not 
get concerned about the technology. The GoToWebinar platform that we are using here is really, 
really simple to learn and to use, and very, very easy to set up, and the information that 
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GoToWebinar provides will show you how to do this, you will find it  simple, simple, simple. You 
can get the whole thing up and running in a couple of hours.

Add Value To Existing Clients

Don’t also forget the power of using webinars to add value to existing clients. Now, I use 
webinars to market and to sell, but  I also use them to add value back to my existing clients 
business coaching clients.

Create Marketable Products
• You can run a series of topics
• You can record them.
• You can package them up.

It is fantastic. As I have mentioned, when you record a great webinar, it can become a marketable 
product. I run a really, really  effective webinar and showing people how to plan out their year 
and I put a whole lot of attachments around that. It went for about an hour or package that up  and 
I can now sell that and people come in and buy. It is amazing people buy and does add enormous 
value.

Easy To Get Registrations

It is very  easy  to get registrations. You see, to those of you that are currently running events, 
when using events for marketing, you are going start to learn that there are people that do not 
like to give up  their time to come to an event - they’re time poor. The other thing is, they  may be 
scared of networking, so you will find that webinars can pull a whole lot of people out of the 
closet really to join you on your webinar.

Systemise The Process

We are going really to talk about this in part  four, how you can systemize this entire process. So, 
you do the work once and replicate it over and over again. This is probably one of my favourite 
features of the whole webinar.

Cost Effective

It’s very cheap. It is incredibly cost-effective. The software that  you purchase through 
GoToWebinar, which is under $1000 for a year, that if you can run as many webinars as you 
possibly can. There is no limit. You can run them up to a thousand people. It is really, really 
affordable and very, very cheap marketing.
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Do It In Your Underwear

You can do your business in your underwear, and I put this here because you really can. People 
can see you when you run the webinar and you can be, from the luxury  of wearing a pair of 
shorts, t-shirt. If you really  want to do it in your underwear, you can. But, it is that you do not 
have to leave the comfort of your own house.

Sell One-To-Many

It takes you from selling one-to-one to all of the sudden, this group selling, and we spoke about 
that in the online training that got you here.

New And Exciting

There are a lot of people out there that want to be registered and be part of this technology. The 
technology is constantly  being updated. I want you to understand that there is going to be better 
and greater products coming along, but once you’ve got  the skill, you can just shift  that into the 
new software as it is developed.

Fast Results

It gets you very  fast results. I am going to show you how you can potentially  get some 
extraordinary results in the next 30 days as we go through this training.

JV Partnerships

It is really easy to line up a joint venture. There’s is a whole session in part two of this course,  in 
which I will take you through exactly how to line up a JV. As I mentioned, you can attract  leads 
who don’t like one-to-one meetings and other kind of events.

Attract People Who Avoid Events

You see, there are lots of people out there who won’t say yes to you for one-on-one meetings 
because they  have a fear you are going to sell them something, but it is a lot  easier to get them on 
to a webinar.

Less Hassle Than An Event

Much less hassle than with events. No setup because you do not have to leave the home, you do 
not have to drive somewhere. Obviously, the expense we have mentioned, that is so much 
cheaper. It is a lot easier. And it is really easy  to systemize and generate results while you sleep. I 
mentioned how I can setup a webinar, put a little bit of marketing around that, and go away for a 
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week and come back to an excess of a hundred, between a hundred and a thousand leads who’ve 
registered for that webinar while I am sleeping. Really, really exciting.

Be Perceived As The Expert

It really does create the perception that you are an expert. The main fact that you are stepping up 
and presenting on a topic gives people the assumption and the perception that you are the expert, 
and the reality is, you already are the expert, but defining and then turning it into a presentation 
to deliver to an audience, solidifies you with the authority as an expert.

International Audience

Probably, something that I did not realize from doing this, is that initially you’ll have a national 
reach, so it gives you the option to expand what it  is you do on a national level interstate, not to 
mention, international. So I run webinars and have people from all over the world registering and 
it opens up this opportunity to access this World Wide Web.

I mean, I am here in Australia, and you have to understand that Australia has a population or 
internet usage of 15 million users using the internet  in Australia. When we open it up to the 
World Wide Web, there are 2 billion users of the World Wide Web, but it is incredibly accessible 
through the opportunity that you have from learning the skill.
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Create The Vacuum

Preparation

So, there are three key parts that I am taking you through on this course, and this session is all 
about the preparation. In part 2, we are going to be going into promotion, what you need to do to 
fill it, and then we are going to be discussing presenting.

Actually, my Webinar Launch System, my main product, splits into these three parts, but then 
takes it to a whole new level, but I am going to give you the basic information that you need 
without complicating it, the really simple step-by-step, everything you need to know to get this 
whole thing off the ground.

Now part 4, is really exciting. In part 4, we are going to show you what you can do to leverage 
this and systemize it and automate it. So, you can set  the whole thing up and it runs on automatic 
pilot.

My intention is to give you the tools and techniques, so you can actually  create an amazing 
webinar that talks to your prospects, a great presentation that  talks to your prospects, incredible 
marketing that attracts them and brings them in, puts them into a sales funnel and spits out - not 
just an appointment for you - I wanted to demonstrate how it can actually spit out sales and really 
enable you to generate money while you are sleeping and this can help in creating a passive 
income.

This whole idea crystallized for me, when I read the book, The 4-Hour Workweek. If you have 
not read the book, The 4-Hour Workweek, I highly recommend you read this because that is a 
real paradigm shift. It really  helps you understand how you can generate business by  working 
just 4 hours per week.

The big challenge that I found with the book, The 4-Hour Workweek, was it did not  actually tell 
me step-by-step  how to implement, and I believe that this system will give you the tools and the 
technique, and the step-by-step everything you need to learn, how you can implement and setup 
a 4-hour workweek.

For the preparation phase, give yourself total time one day. Now, if I were sitting where you are 
at right now, watching this, the first thing I will do is go into my calendar and book a day. I like 
to do things in big chunks. I find trying to do things a little bits at a time really  hard and when 
you really focus on something, you could get it done, you can just get so much done.
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So, give yourself a day. You’ll achieve the entire preparation setup. I believe that everything that 
I am going to be teaching you to get massive results in the next 30 days will take you around 
about 3 to  maybe 4 days in total.

So, for those students that are listening to this and the entrepreneurs listening to this that are 
ready, who understand the power of this, and know that this is going to work, I recommend  
pencilling in a week and cancelling all your meetings, locking yourself away, maybe even going 
down out of the coast for a week or go to an environment where you can get lots of work done. 
Allocate a set of time when you can get all of these done in 3 to 4 days, and then it  is finished, 
and that is all you need to do to get awesome results. Once you have done this, obviously the 
first 30 days is the hardest, once you have done it once, you can replicate it over and over and 
over again. So, let us get into it. 
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STEP 1: Get The Software

(Please refer to your original email for details, or login to the members area for 
your link)

The GoToWebinar 2 month free trial starts only when you manually activate it, so if you can’t 
clear some time to get started right away, it’s OK to wait until you’ve made the commitment to 
invest the time and headspace needed to get up and running.

Additionally, if you find after using GoToWebinar for two months that you would prefer to use a 
different webinar software platform, then there are no binding contracts to continue with 
GoToWebinar.

NOTE: GoToWebinar is used for running LIVE webinars.

In module 4, we will discuss more about automated webinar software that runs webinars in real 
time on autopilot.
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Step 2 - Mine Your Existing Contacts
Look at your existing contacts and old contacts first.

Acres Of Diamonds

I am sure many  of you understand the acres of diamonds concept. You see, I really witness this 
as a coach and an entrepreneur, I find that entrepreneurs are always looking everywhere else for 
the opportunity and not recognizing that the opportunity is underneath their feet.

The acres of diamonds story  is about a farmer that wanted to go searching for diamonds, so he 
sold his farm to go overseas to Africa to find diamonds and spend the rest of his life trying to 
find diamonds. He didn’t find any, died, and then the person that was on his farm was down on a 
creek bed and on the creek bed, noticed a sparkling light that turned out to be acres and acres of 
diamonds. So, the farmer went off searching for the opportunity when the opportunity was right 
under his feet.

You’ve been in business no doubt for some time, or you have been in a job before starting your 
business and you got all of these people that you have met, and I feel people just do not take 
advantage of this enough, and I feel that the best place to start with your very, very first  webinar 
is to your existing contacts, people that you have met maybe through networking groups. Go 
back, and pull out all of your business contacts, get them all ready, get everything organised and 
really put all these stuff into order.

Now, if you have not gotten this stuff in order, it may take you half a day, but it is really worth it. 
Get everyone into order, get them into a list, get  them into an excel spreadsheet. First time I did 
this, I shot out  an e-mail, I think to about 50 or 60, I cannot remember,  it was very, very few 
people. I on-sold a product that I created many years ago that I published it up into our online 
course, sold for $497 and made $8900 or so dollars from my very, very first webinar.

It took me four months to launch it and do it  because I was trying to figure it all out, and that is 
why I put this course together so you can actually get that result in 30 days.

What Value Can You Add?

Start thinking about what value can you add to this list. So, in my case as a business coach, I 
have predominantly business owners on my list.

I really looked at two things:

• What am I really good at - what do I know?
• What value can I add to my list?
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I’m a big believer in ... “The value that I got in more cases than not, will solve a problem that 
they have got”

So, if you are a mortgage broker a problem that  your audience might have is spending too much 
money  on tax, or they don’t understand tax. Another problem that they may have is they do not 
know where to start when it  comes to buying a property, or another problem that  they have is 
they are not sure if they got enough money ready to buy a property, etc.

What Do You Know That You Can Talk About?

So, you come up with so many different ideas and information, but  you got to stop and ask this 
question, what do you know that you can talk about? What are you an expert in?

Now, a lot  of people say, “I am not an expert in anything”, and I really  challenge that. I believe 
every  single person who is listening to this is an expert at something. You may have only done 
something once, and that means you may have more information than other people out there. 
Don’t neglect the information and the value that you have got. Never underestimate the 
knowledge that you have got.

You know, the back end of this training session, I will tell you now that you have more 
knowledge about webinars than tens of thousands of people out there. So, the very least, I would 
be more than happy to discuss with you, if you went through this training and you learn about 
webinars, then come to me and I will help you through our affiliate center and run on webinars to 
other people, and from there, you can sell something.

We got a really attractive affiliate program where we give people 50% of anything that they sell 
for us. So, there are so many things that you can learn and just from doing a mini course like this 
will give you confidence and expert status.

Another example - personal trainers. This is a fantastic tool for personal trainers. They have got 
so much knowledge around nutrition, around health, very, very easy to come up with a topic, 
something that they can do to add value to their potential prospects to their existing client-based, 
whatever it may be.

Another example - graphic designers. A had a designer recently  say to me, “I cannot see how I 
can do this.” Graphic designers have got so much knowledge when it comes to how to write a 
great letter, and they may  be able to run a really cool webinar on direct marketing campaigns, 
okay, and by shooting this out to the audience, to their existing client base, they will get all the 
registrations they can talk about all this knowledge on the concepts about why you need to be 
doing direct mail and direct marketing, how to do it, and then get to the back end of the webinar 
and invite that person to purchase either a course that they  might come up  with or sell a package 
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where they can do some graphic design work to help  that person put together that direct mail 
campaign.

Spend some time, 10 minutes to half a day really brainstorming, thinking about the value that 
you can add to your existing clients, your existing contacts.

One last example - a vet. So, I had a vet  recently, that  ran a webinar to his database on dog tricks. 
You should have seen the response on how to teach your dog how to do tricks. Now, I have to 
say, the vet owner who knew this information got an enormous response. All these clients 
showed up, listened to this webinar. He built so much more rapport with his existing clients, and 
then even though he did not have anything to sell up at the back end other than he invited them in 
and had an opportunity to tell them more about some of the other products that he has available 
for dogs, and as a result, sales went up. So, even that example is a clever little simple thing for 
you to do. 

Make sure you allocate 10 minutes to half a day for that.
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Step 3 - Select Your Title
Now, I demonstrated this in the training webinar that got you on to here, but it  is so important to 
realize that the title is vital if you want to get the attention of your type of audience or your 
customers.

The more specific you are, the better you will be ...

How To Grow Your Consulting Business

VS

A 5-Step Blueprint To Add 7-10 New High Paying Clients To Your Consulting Business In The 
Next 60 Days ... WITHOUT cold calling.

It’s so much more powerful having the most specific version.

Grow Your Business Using Webinars

VS

5 Proven Ways To Make Money From Webinars In As Little As 30 Days .... Including Methods 
That Work Even If You Have No List, No Product And You Aren't A Good Speaker

This is marketing at its best when you can start  to learn to ask, “what title can I create that is 
going to speak to my target audience?”

My suggestion is come up with 50 titles, just go away, allocate 2-3 hours, get yourself into a 
quiet place and brainstorm. Now, when you get into the flow of this, you will start to see that 
many, many ideas will start coming. 

Here’s a list I came up with for my webinar product ...

1. Imagine Making More Than 10 Sales In 1 Hour, In Your Pyjamas Talking To Your Computer.  
2. “A 5 Step Blueprint To Add 7-10 New High Paying Clients To Your Coaching Business In The Next 

30 Days WITHOUR Cold Calling”
3. “5 Proven Ways To Make Money From Webinars In As Little As 30 Days.... Including Methods That 

Work Even If You Have No List, No Product And You Aren’t A Good Speaker”
4. Finally!  A Marketing System That Draws Leads And Sales To You Using While You Are Sitting At 

Home In Your Pyjamas
5. Finally! An A-z Blueprint Teaching You Everything You Need To Learn About Using Webinars To 

Market Your Business
6. Finally!  A Tool That Can Allow You To Talk To Thousands Of Prospects Around The Country And 

The Globe At Once, From The Conform Of Your Own Home
7. Finally! A Marketing Strategy That Brings Leads Quickly And Easily To You While You Sleep
8. At Last!  A Leveraged Way To Generate Leads And Sales Running Online Seminars.
9. Will You Ever Take The Leap And Move To Group Selling?
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10. Did You Know You Can Run A Online Seminar In Under 30 Days And Attract More Than 100 
Qualified Leads (without Leaving Your House)?

11. Will You Ever Step Up In Your Business?
12. Are You Sick And Tired Of Doing One To One Sales?
13. Do You Find It Frustrating Relying On One To One Sales To Drive Your Business (3 Steps Forward 2 

Back)
14. Are You Sick Of Constantly Feeling Like You Are Taking 3 Steps Forward And 2 Back In Your 

Business?
15. How To Talk To 1000 Prospects At Once From The Comfort Of Your Own Home In Your Undies
16. I’ll Train You At Home On How To Use A Webinar To Get More Leads Than You Ever Though 

Possible.  Its Your Time...
17. I Guarantee You 10 New Leads In 30 Days
18. To A $100k Business Owner Who Would Like To Be Making $1 Million
19. How To Make Big Money On The Little Screen Using Webinars
20. To Business Owners That Are Ready To Take Their Business Global
21. Are You Ready To Start Playing A Bigger Game And Promote Your Business On A National Then 

International Level Using Webinars?
22. If You Rely On Just One To One Selling, Then Your Business Is Doomed
23. To Business Owners And Entrepreneurs That Want To Get Ahead
24. To Business Owners That Are Sick And Tired Of Trading Time For Money
25. Is It Really True That A Webinar Is The Fastest Way To Generate Leads And Sales At The Moment?
26. Have You Considered A Webinar Campaign To Expand Your Business?
27. FREE LEADS – For A Limited Time, Learn How To Use Webinars To Generate Leads
28. The Biggest Companies (google, Apple, Facebook, Your Tube) In The World Don’t Charge Money To 

Use Their Product.  How Your Business Can Learn From This
29. Advice To A Business Owner That Will Like To Go National Then International
30. Let Me Tell You How One Owner Generated More Than 100 Leads And Made $200k In Sales In A 1 

Hour Webinar
31. Can You Really Earn More Than $1k Per Hour?
32. The Easiest Way To Earn More Than $1k Per Hour
33. Webinars Are The Highest Form Of Leverage To Expand Your Business On The Planet!!!
34. Why I Cried After Running My First Webinar
35. Can Your Business Utlize A Webinar Strategy?
36. If Business Owners Seem To Be Working Harder, They Are Doing It All Wrong
37. If You Want To Know About The Fastest Way To Generate Leads And Makes Sales Today, Then Read 

On...
38. How To Lunch A Webinar And Generate Dollars In The Bank In Under 30 Days
39. Most Business Owners Don’t Think A Webinar Strategy Could Help Them Grow.  Most Business 

Owners Are Wrong.
40. How To A Run A Webinar From Anywhere In The World To Hundreds Of Qualified Leads
41. How A Webinar Is A Really Effective Way To Add Value To Existing Clients And Encourage 

Referrals
42. Insiders Guide To Running Effective Webinars
43. Do Webinars Really Work?
44. Who Is Using Webinars?
45. Which Industries Would Benefit From Running Webinars
46. How I Launched 1 Webinar And Made $8465 In 1 Hour
47. Increase Your Sales Conversions Using Webinars
48. A Webinar Can Improve Sales Conversions By 50%
49. How To Generate More Leads Than You Did Last Year In The Next 30 Days
50. How One Webinar Can Generate More Leads Than You Do It All Of Last Year
51. Introducing The Only Specialist In Australia On Webinar Marketing.
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So, use this, take this off just to give you some ideas, but let  the ideas flow out of you, so you can 
really start addressing what is going to work.

Title plan 2-3 hours, okay.

What you also can do is ask your type of audience. You know, narrow it  down to a top  three, 
shoot it  out to a few really good friends that are clients of yours and ask them which of these 
three appeal to you the most, and would you act on any of this.
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Step 4 - Create Bullet Points
If you get the title right, you will find that you will get many and many more registrations. Then, 
you want  to create some bullet points. Now, what we are doing here is we are starting to get the 
registration page ready.

Talk To Your Customers Problems

What you do, you talk to their problems. Use 5 to 10 of these. When you come up with these 50, 
really pull out 5 to 10.

Now bullet points could be like :

The Three Steps to Getting Outrageous Results with Webinars in the Next 30 Days.

(So, I am almost summarizing what the webinar is going to be about using bullet points that talk 
to the problems of the customer.)

The bullet points could also talk about a new finding that your current marketing cannot be 
working and you are sick and tired of it.

So, once you’ve got your title, once you got your bullet points, once you got a bit of an outline as 
what you are going to target, then you want to go to GoToWebinar.
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Step 5 - Set Up You Registration Page
So once you have registered, once you got back from David at GoToWebinar, you have got the 
information, you then would go to your registration page and set up a webinar.

The process is very straightforward.

Login at https://www1.gotomeeting.com/island/login.tmpl

Click My Webinars and then Schedule A Webinar

Now, the reality is, it is step-by-step.

When you schedule a webinar, it  will take you through everything that you need to do, so  it will 
say, what are you going to call your webinar? What you give the webinar name is the topic that 
you come up with. You write a little paragraph description about what it is about and then you 
will have your eight or so bullet points. So, it is really  simple. You get  to select the dates, select 
the time.

My advice is to take the small parts of training that GoToWebinar provide you.
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Capture Informationl

One thing that you want to do when you go to the registration process and get people to register 
by putting their name and e-mail address in, is add in another question which is:

• What is the one thing that you would like to learn about “X”?

So for me, if I am running a webinar on webinars, the question is:

• What is the one thing that you would like to learn about running webinars?

Then, I get into those details in and it is really effective because you can get an understanding 
about what your target audience is after.
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Now, really this whole thing, 1-2 hours, might even a fraction more. If you are going to do some 
of the trainings, that’s fine, but I mean, if you are like me, I like to just dive in and figure it out. It 
is so simple.

There are just three steps.
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Step 6 - Make Sure Everything Works
Now, the last step of part one is just ensure that at least everything works.

Once set  up, you can tell the system to e-mail you the invitation and you get to see your own 
registration page, and check it out, look for typos.

Do not go for perfection here. It is okay  if you are not feeling 100% confident with it, still move 
forward.

Do not spend three days on this, okay?

I want you to get the results in under 30 days. This is not that essential. Show that you are as 
good as you can. Do it. Lock it. Move on.

Total time of 30 minutes to check it and get it right. 
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Wrap Up
Now, that brings us to the end of part one. Really fast. Really effective.

There is many more things that I could complicate and throw in your way here, but I do not want 
to do that. I just want you to move forward and dive in.

So, you will notice that I have not mentioned “Start Working on Your Presentation”.

You see, the reason why I set this part one up, is this is going to create a vacuum for you.

The minute you got it set up, the minute you’ve got it organized, the minute you’ve got the back 
end ready to go, you are now ready to promote it.

Whatever you do, do not spend time working on a presentation. It will slow you down.

And just getting it right, I got some people who are so scared to take the plunge into diving and 
launching their first webinar and they  are still working on their presentations. It is like 5 months. 
since they bought the high end product - it is like, what are you doing?

Dive in. You’ve got to learn to ride a bike and you got to learn to fall off.

So, who cares if it is not going to work out perfectly for you?

The person who takes actions is the one that gets the results.

So, I hope you got some good information in this first step.

My advice, do not move forward. I know you are tempted to. Do not move forward until you 
have implemented those steps. If you get stuck at all, just know that GoToWebinar has lots of 
content and information that  will guide you and help you with the technical stuff, but do not get 
too caught up with it. Move forward.

Well done. You have completed part one. See you at part two.
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